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In This Freedom
 
In this freedom
Every citizen from different part have the right to speech
Only if the speech is not impeach
 
In this freedom
Every citizen from different religion have the right to vote
Dressed in different form and different coat
 
In this freedom
Every pedestrians from different region have the right of movement
Anytime, any day and any moment
 
In this freedom
Every citizen have the right to press
Only if the press is not dense
 
In this freedom
Every citizen have the freedom from slavery
But every man have to work daily
 
In this freedom
Let every citizen celebrate
Even if is to jump and jubilate
For the nationalist
Have fought for our freedom
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The Car
 
Between the right and the left hand
Busy mind controlling in the right or the left side
modern wonder, worth in million and thousands
that walk fast in seconds.
 
A great smile that attracts one's mind
with a soft and smooth roar
walking gently on the highway
having faces at the right and left side.
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The Predicament Of Man
 
Many are lost in the dust
mothers are in moist
clean minded are rust
but we pray for just
 
Past many decades
project for amendment delay
good catch of men decayed
but man try and even replay
 
The land in ambush
in vandalising the furniture of ambition
speaking in lunacy and rubbish
still claiming the help of congregation
 
The land coming like a gentle tiger
in form of hypocrisy and neater
asking for majority votes of man
but still aborting the wants of man
 
The land as fast as a snake
coming to eat a cake
through the use of quake
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